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"The Teaching of Grammar:
the relationship of structure to communication"

Theodore V. Higgs, Ph.D
San Diego State University

The purpose of this discussion is to make one major point, and then to
suggest same ways that we can carry out cur mission as foreign language
instructors as we keep this major point always in mind. The point is as
follows:

Teaching grammar for its own sake is largely counter-
productive, when the goal of instruction in a program
is to have students communicate spontaneously in the

target language.

In order to understand this point and itt importance to us in our teach-
ing, we thould first arrive at a definition of just what "grammar" is.
For further understanding, we can then look at same of the skill level
descriptions used in evaluating oral proficiency interviews. Finally,
we will see tam:: concrete examples of this point as applied to life here
at the DLIFLC.

The traditional way of understanding the word "grammar" is in terms
of our ability to explain, using technical vocabulary, exactly hcw s-Aten-
ces in a given language are intended to be put together. This technical
vocabulary includes terms such as "direct object, subject, dependent clause
subjunctive mood, ablative case," etc. htw, I do not want to say even for
one second that there are no circumstances under which is this kind of
terminolcgythis use of the word "grammar" is useful. But I would like
to ask all ce you to accept, at least for this afternoon, a less concrete
and perhaps a less superficial definition of "grammar", and ask you to
think of a "grammar" simply as a system for converting meaning into speech.
If you think of a grammar in these terms, that is, as something that turns
meanings that are inside my head into speech, so that others can share tnose
meanings with me, then you will see that even a young child, perhaps only
6 or 7 years old indeed possesses a r,..try goodeven a very sophisticated
grammar. Yet this same child almost Layond doubt can tell you absolutely
nothing about how his language works. He will know nothing about cases,
agreements, clause types, phonetic reality, or any of the other things that
we grammarians think we know so much about. It is ultimately the child's
type of grammar that is most beneficial in achieving our major goal of
instruction: that of using the language spontaneously and accurately as
a vehicle of communication.

As we all know, in our lcwest level foreign-language classes our true
beginners are literally at the zero level: they have no functional ability
in the language. In our terms "no functional ability," means that our
students have no way of converting their omnmeanings into speech, follow-
ing the norms of the foreign language. Before very much can happen, they
must pass into the 0+ range. Within this range, they haoe "no real auto-
nomy of expression;" they operate almost exclusively through the use of



'memorized utterances or formulas." Naturally enough, then, they are
using words, or short sentences which they treat as wordb, as their first

level of communication. For 0+ students, "Canment ca va" is a vocabulary

item just like "la plume" or"le lait." The linguistic material that hcq,

the language together--inflections, agreements, tense markings, etc.--are

completely missing in the sense that the students possess neither awareness

nor knowledge of them, and certainly they exercise no contrcl aver them.

Whatever they have memorized, they can say. Even if they have memorized

some wordS or phrases flawlessly, they can not manipulate them or recombine

them. In terms of a teaching methodology, then, they need instruction tnat

primarily expandS their vocabulary. At the same time, however, they need

to be presented with data that illustrate the language's other communicative

devices, because a great deal oE meaning is communicated by things like

intonation, word order, tense, mood, or case. In short, even at tnis early

stage, they need to hear the language being used correctly, so that ever,

unconsciously they gradually became sensitive to more and more of the ned

system for converting meanings into speech. At this stage of development,

you--the instructor--are the only available source cf correct target

language data that are being used in an authentic way. Put another way,

only you can show your students same af the new ways that familiar, or at
least knoaable meanings are converted into speech.

As students proceed through Level 1 and 1+ , we expect them to be atle

to say a great many things, even though they say them very simply. More

importantly, at level 1 we expect "almost every utterance (to contain)
fractured syntax and other grammatical errors." At Level 1+ , grammatical
accuracy is "evident although not consistent." This is just another way of

recognizing that at this stage of development, linguistic accuracy is still

relatively less important than vocabulary in achieving a rating of Level 1

or 1+ in speaking. We can illustrate the relaticaship between hew much
linguistic accuracy is needed to be rated a 1 or 1+, campared to hcw much
vocabulary or pronunciation is needed. (TRANSPARENCY) These relationships

will change for every proficiency level all the way up through level 5.

The important thing to remember here is that it at Level 1 or 1+, vocabu-

lary and pronunciation are the most important factors, and if our students

are trying to achieve these ratings, then our method of classroam instruc-
tion must place relatively more emphasis on vocabulary and pronunciation.

As.we examine Levels 2 and 2+, we find linguistic accuracy starts to

be much more important in the rating system. (TRANSPARENCY) Nbtice, for

example, had much higher the line for linguistic accuracy is at Level 2 than

it was fcr Level 1. A Level 2 speaker "can usually handle elementary con-
structions quite accurately, but does not have thorough or confident control

of the grammar." In terms of our definition of "grammar," this means tnat
the student is still using his own tentative grammar perhaps more tnan he

is using the true grammar of the foreign language. At the 2+ level,
linguistic accuracy is oaming together in interesting ways, but there are
still noticeable patterns of error, both in relatively simple structures

and especially in the more complex structures. What this tells us is that

in our classes we must place increasing emphasis on the'importance of

"doing it right." In fact, we should always insist on the importance of
doing it right7even from the very beginning of instruction. Fbr it is cer-
tainly unfair to our students if we tell them at the beginning that it does
not matter if they do it right, and then later on tell them that tney cannot



succeed unless they do it right. This would be the same as "changing the
rules in the middle of the game."

The secret to unlocking this dilemma lies in knowing exactly what we
are requiring that our student do right. At the lcwest levels, they must
pronounce the languaGe intelligibly--at least so that we can understand
them. They must also use correctly the vocabulary we have told them to
memorize. As other linguistic elements beyond pronunciation and vocabulary
increasingly contribute to the message our students want or need to communi-
cate, we must also insist that they OD them right. Students need to knaa,
and to understand why it is not sufficient merely to make themselves under-
stood, assuming that they are taking part in a program that will train them
to be successful communicators. One reason is that successful communication
at Level 2 and beyond by all means requires doing it right, because increas-
ing amounts of information are communicated non-lexically. That is, had
words are oonnected begins to count almost as much as which words are con-
nected.

This leads us directly to a consideration of Level 3: the highest
level that we might reasonably expect to teach to. It is at Level 3 that
linguistic accuracy becomes critically important. The Level 3/3+ speaker
will surely not be confused with a native. But at the same time, he will
not chew any consistent patterns of error in the linguistic structures of
the target language. (TRANSPARENCY)

So far, we have been lcoking mainly at linguistic accuracy as a
variable which assumes more and more imsortance in proficiency ratings as
our students move fram the ladest preficiency levels into the ranges in
which we can expect them to function professionally in a foreign language.
As foreign-language instructors, we must understand that our students' pro-
gress through these levels of proficiency is made in rather short steps,
and that their overall language ability develops at different rates of speed
in the different areas of language use. It is also very important to
remember that cur students need clifferent kinds of instruction--different
methods --depending on where they are in their overall development. The best
teaching methodology is a methodology that recognizes what a student's
immediate needs are, weighs those needs in the context of the long-range
goals of the program, and responde to them as directly and helpfully as
possible. This means that at the lcwer levels we must stress pronunciation
and vocabulary more than we stress morphology and syntax. But is also
means that we stress local linguistic accuracy fram the very first day cf
class. We always stress the need for accuracy in whatever we are directly
teaching our students, or encouraging them to do. For, as they approach
Level 3, linguistic accuracy is the single mcat important factor in
acheiving that rating.

It is now important for us to understand clearly the two different
uses of the word "grammar" that we have been talking about, and the dif-
ferent implications that these mmanings have for foreign-language teachers.
FOr centuries, the only meaning of the word "grammar" in foreign-language
teaching was associated with being able to explain precisely in any language
the rules that apsarently account for had same language works. This mmaning
of the word "grammar" is part of the label for the most cammanmethodology
for teaching foreign languages fram at least the Middle Ages until well into



the twentieth century. This was the so-called "Grammar/Translation Method."
This method never had as its ultimate goal the spontaneous and'correct use
of the foreign language for routine, oral communication. It was really a
methodology for teaching reading skills, not speaking or listening. Its
very name tells us what its goals were: graraar (in the traditional sense)
and translation. As a matter of fact, students who learned under tnis
method often had extensive knowledge of the grammatical rules of a language,
and could, given sufficient time and resources, translate frau one language
into another. Bat/ever, most people who studied under this method were
never able to use the language in their every day lives, with real people
frau another culture, and the method has largely been abancbrIed.

World War II brought the diffusion of a new nethodology that ignored
completely the traditional understanding of what "grammar" is. This
methodology is usually called "the audiolingual method." Although it was
devised by linguists and language professors in acacbmia, much of it was
first implemented on a large scale right here in Monterey. 1:ople who
developed and advocathd the audiolingual method stated clearly their
belief that the use of a language is strictly a matter of having the right
set of habits. teaming a new language was seen only as a matter of learn-
ing a new set of habits. Meaning had absolutely nothing to do with the
task. In facts leading linguistic analysts of the time said over and over
that a language could be analyzed and learnelwithout having to kncw any-
thing at all about what was meant! Once again, we found that pecEle who
studied under this method often achieved astonishingly good pronunciation,
but few pecEle ever got very far beyond Level 0+ or Level 1, because they
rarely used more than memorized utterances. This methodology pranised
habits, and its students developed habits, but they were unable to use the
language spontaneously and accurately to express their own meanings.

I mention these two methods for a very good reason. They define two
extreme positions out of the many in-between positions that foreign-language
instructors might have. The first, the Grammar/Translation Method, argued
that knading the traditional rules of the grammar consciously would lead to
spontaneous and correct use of the language. The other, the audiolingual
method, argued that concious knadledge cf the traditional rules of grammar
was entirely irrelevant. That the students needed was to aoguire a new set
of habits. The idea was that all those good responses would disapEear be-
cause they had not teen reinforced, or had been reinforced negatively.
Experience has shown us that neither approach worked.

And so, every "new" methodology that has been proposed since the
audio-lingual methodwas abandoned has tried to work out a comprcmise
between these two conflicting methods that we have just looked at.
Euring this period, one of the most brilliant and exciting figures in the
field of foreign language teaching has been Stephen D. Krashen, a professor
of linguistics at the University cf Southern:California. Cne way of teach-
ing that he wrote very favorably about for several years is called the
Monitor Model. Krashen's original hypothesis was that only language
aoguisition could account for people's ability to use a foreign lan-
guage spontaneously and correctly for communication. He also thought that
learning traditicoal grammatical rules would in same interesting way make it
easier for people to aoguire the foreign language. The reason that he
called his approach The Monitor Model was that he believed that students



could check, CT monitor, the language they had aoguired unconsciously,
whether in the foreign-language classroom or elwghere, against the rules
fcc the language that they had learned consciously. hccording to the
Monitor Model, the student's acquired language ability would spontaneously
initiate an utterance, and then his learned language ability, that is, his
conscious knagledge of the correct linguistic rule would lead him to ET01-
duce a correct utterance in the foreign language.

Hagever, after several years of same very good and extensive research,
Professor Krashen macb a number or important discoveries. First, he dis-
covered that for the most part, nobody--not even professional linguists--
even knew what kinds of rulesigould account for the way human languages
actually worked. Then he discovered that even when we seemed to knag just
what the right rule was in accounting for sane oorrect form or structure in
th.: language, there was no reason to believe that our students could actual-
ly learn and apply such a rule correctly. Finally, Krashen says that the
ability to produce the target language correctly and appropriately emerges
naturally; it cannot be taught.

We db not have time here to investigate thorcughly all cf the impli-
cations of the Input Hypothesis. But we can make a few brief observations
based on other things we have been talking about. Perhaps first we should
notice that, other things being equal, the success of the Input Hypothesis
depends entirely on the operation of a Language Acquisition Device--
something that Krashen says everybody has, tut which he does not further
define orcharacterize. Second, he asserts that the process by which a
language is aoguired is the same for adults confronted with a second or
a foreign language as it is for children who are acquiring their first
langukje, There is no hard evidence to support this claim. However, there
is an enccmous amount of evidence to suggest that at the very least the
psychological environment in which adults encounter a foreign language is
incomparably different frau that of a child wbo is aoguiring his native
language. Surely the most important aspect of this psychological environ-
ment is that adults by deginktion already possess a fully developed linguis-
tic system through which they have been communicating successfully since
very early childhood. Needless to say, adults have also undergone a great
cbal of cognitive development that children quite simply have not. Perhaps
most importantly, the Input Hypothesis provides no account of any student's
Zailure to achieve native cc near-native linguistic competence, except to
say that they that they must need more input. For these and other reasons,
then, it seems to me that we must be extremely cautious in accepting intact
the Krashen model that he has called the Input Hypothesis. We should look
at it critically, and identigy for ourselves just what the Input Hypothesis
offers by %my of valuable insights into the language/learning/teaching pro-
cess, and what Farts of it must be taken as largely, and perhaps necessari-
ly speculative.

I would nag like to offer a possible solution for the problem of "the
teaching of grammar" in a foreign language classroom in which our students
are adults. Let us begin by once again stating the long-range goal which we
must always have in our minds. Tne major goal of a foreign-language program
should be constantly to provide students with opportunities to use the
foreign language spontaneously, fluently, and accurately as a means of
communicatingwith other people and receiving other people's communication.



This goal corresponds very closely with the goals that Krashen states for
his his Input Hypothesis. That is, it is a goal which in Krashen's termino-
logy implies a great deal of language aoguisition as distinct fram language
learning. Thus, it is reasonable for us to say that the ideal foreign-lan-
guage program will be one that provides the best possible environment for
language aoguisition to take place.

Our experience shcws us that adults under certain conditions can in
fact acquire a considerable amount of a foreign language. These are the
people that are referred to lathe literature of foreign-language aoguisi-
tion as "street learners." They might be servicemen, diplomats, or busi-
men who have served overseas, or the dependents of these people. We must
accept on principle, then, that a certain amount of language acquisition
of a sort that is superficially simdlar to child language aoguisition is
indeed possible. However, we must alsoinake clear that "street learners"
rarely adhieve a proficiency leVel higher than 2+, in spite of spending
perhaps years in close contact with the foreign language and culture.
What this mgans is that such people often do possess the ability to get
a message across, but that they typically do it at relatively lad levels
of sophistication, and with obvious patterns of grammatical errors.
Furthermore, they give evidence of being unable to continue their lin-
guistic development, even when they undertake the study of their foreign
language in a formal, classroom environnent, and even when it is extremely
important in their careers to improve their control over the structures of
the foreign language. In short, these aoguisition that leads to what Higgs
and Clifford have called thrhe Terminal Tao."

What we can learn from this is that if in the foreign language class-
room we provide a learning environment that duplicates the conditions under
which "street learners" inperfectly aoguire certain parts of the foreign
language, then we run the risk of creating Terminal TWos at tne end of the
instructional process. What are sane of the characteristics of such an
environnent? Virtually all of the emphasis is on the communication of
a message at whatever cost, and virtually no emphasis would be placed on
"doing it.right." When the learner receives only positive feedback in
terms of successfully ommunicating his message, perhaps in spite of the
language rather than because of it, he decides that he must be doing it
right, cc at least well enough to survive, and his brain in effect says,
"O.K. Ybu have learned this language well enough to suit your needs. I

will no longer pay attention to anything except new vocabulary."

Moving now to the opposite extreme, that of placing excessive empha-
sis on learning formal grammatical rules, we knao and can easily cbmonstrate
that there is no necessary relationship between what a person knows about a
language in spontaneously and accurately in order to communicate meaning.
I would like to offer a concrete recommendation for you that might help
:you to decide in your lesson planning or spontaneously during a class when
it is a good idea to point out explicitly to your students same aspect of
the "grammar" of the language that:you are teaching. The principle is as
follows:

"Limit your explicit teaching of the grammar to just those elements of
form that most directly affect the meaning to be canmunicated."



This principle is applicable throughout the process of language

learning. What is most important is to tailor your explicit teaching
about the language to the level of your students. At the earliest stages,

as we have already pointed out, the most direct relationship between
language forms and the meanings that they commumicate is in the area of
vocabulary. However, as your students granually begin to speak the
language accurately, they will beomne increasingly sensitive to other
aspects of the grammar, and hence able to notice and assimilate less
overt signals of meaning.

Since the primary motivation that students have in learning a
foreign language is to oammunicate through that language, they will not
at the beginning of their study be highly motivated to "do it right."
They will, hcwever, be motivated to receive or transmit a message in
the foreign languaga. If in the classroan approval and rewards are
given only for "doing it right," students will soon conclude that their
instructor is not insterested in whether or not they can communicate
through the language, but only in whether or not they can do it right.
This leads to a rapid breakdown in the student' motivation. For this

reason, it is important to know when and how to correct students' errors.
If the primary focus is on meaning and on hal meaning is communicated
through the language, it will be clear to the student that "doing it right"
ultimately contributes a great deal to the success with which he cammuni-
cates. This is a very delicate matter, and only great sensitivity on the
part of the communication and correctness. It may be possible to give your
students one or two emnples, perhaps from their native language as well
as fram the target language, of had the grammar itselt aids in communica-
ting a message. Native speakers of English can easily see the difference
in meaning between saying "If you and I are friends, then we can discuss
this openly." It helps them to understand that vocabulary alone cbes not
omumunicate all the meaning; the grammar must also be in place in order for
the desired meaning to get across. For languages that have rules governing
the agreement of adjectives and the nouns they modify, the follading example
might be helpful. (TRANSPARENCY) Notice that Spanish students even at a very
elanentary level can understand this illustration. It is not necessary, nor
is it even helpful to say over and over again that "Spanish" adjectives must
agree with the nouns they modify for both gender and number."

There seems to be little justification at any point in the langauge-
learning process for reguiring that your students learn formal grammatical
terminology. Weever, same of your stuctnts will find it psychologically
camforting to "study the grammar." This is not because knading formal rules
directly contributes to their ability to use the language accurately, tut
because for same of your students "knowing the rules" will lader their
anxiety, and in that way help to keep them open to additional input and
practice. One other consideration of formal grammar also deserves mention.
That is, one of the marks of an educated user of a language is that he pos-
sesses same elementary knadledge of how his language works, even though that

so-called."knadledge" is often quite false. May educated people can tell
you what the subiest or the direct object of a sentence is when given a

sample sentence. EUt the same people will provide you with positively
laughable &-finitions of these grammatical relationShips it you ask for
them. In amy event, at the highest levels cf instruction, there is same
justification for teadhing same grammatical terminology, but not as part



of the student' language-learning experience; only as part of their general
education. What is important for us to realize is that such teaching of
formal rules must not constitute the core, the main focus, of our instruc-
tion must be on illustrating for our students the relationship between the
forms of the language and the meanings that those forms communicate.

I understand that a majority of the instructors here at the DLI are
native speakers of the language that they teach. Being a native speaker of
the language presents advantages and also disadvantages. The main advantage
is that a native speaker can easily invent any number of examples of the
language that illustrate a single structural point. Nbn-native speakers of
the language they are teaching, unless they are exceptionally proficient,
almost always feel relatively less canfortable inventing examples on tne
spot, and therefore when a student asks them a question tney feel more
secure in providing for him same other kind of explanation. We have every
reason to believe that students' needs are better served by seeing and
hearing several additional examples of the language, and by having meanings
illustrated for them, than by having a grammar rule repeated to them. In
being able to invent copious emmples then, natives have an advantage over
most non-natives. However, the disadvantage that native-speaking
instructors face is that they have never =fronted the language fram the
point of vied of a learner. They have few valid intuitions about what are
learning problem for non-speakers, and about where to find solutions for
problems for non-speakers, and about where to find solutions for these
probleus. In fact, native speakers are typically quite unaware of had their
adn language actually signals meanings. Furthermore, for many native
speakers, the only experience they have ever had of watching that language
being taught is frcm their own native-language classes in their hame
country. It is important to realize that when in the United States, for
example, a youngster of 12 or 14 years of age who studies "English" in
school is not learning the language. He is learning a particular way of
using that language to same purpose. In terms of proficiency testing, stu-
dents who study their native language in school are really being exposed to
skills associated with Legels 4 and 5: they are being taught hcw to tailor
their language to an audience, and how to select the appropriate register of
their language according to the situation. How different this is fram our
students who have great difficulty communicating even the simplest ideas!

I would like to close by giving you one overriding principle on whdch
an instructor can base his teaching decisions. This principle states that
the instructor's primary responsibility to his students is to provide for
them just those parts of the total picture that they oannot provide for
themselves. Depending on the type of textbook or other teaching materials
being used, this principle alone might answer your major question about
whether to teadh formal grammar, and if so, had much. Because, if the
teadhing materials themselves provide extensive grammatical explanations,
then spending time even in the "grammar hour" providing granmatical
explanaticas contradicts this fundamental principle. It is entirely
reasonable for us to demand that our students cane to class idith the voca-
bulary and the grammatical forms memorized. A metaphor that I am fond of
using says that our students' job is to came to class with bricks, boards,
tools, etc. The instructors' job, then, is to shoo the students how to
build a house.



What, then, night we reasonably 00 during this "gramnar hour" if we
are not to re-present or re-explain the grammar that is already found in the
students' textbook? I wholeheartedly reoanmend that you use the "grammar
hour" for clarifying points of grammar, but only on the condition that tne
grammar points you clarify are compatible with the definition of grammar
that we agreed to adapt at the beginning of this presentation. %hat is,
that the grammar is the system through whidh meanings are converted into
speech. Let me give your one or two concrete examples.

Let's assune that you are teaching a language that has direct-
object pronouns. You should assume that your students will arrive at tne
"grammar hour" having memorized the forms of the direct-object pronouns.
%bus, nothing is served ty "reviewing" the forms themselves. 1he focus will
be on the way that these forms serve to communicate meaning, and on just
what kind of meaning they communicate. In this case, the problem is to
show your students the difference in meaning between using a fully specified
direct object word, phrase, or sentence, and using an appropriate direct-
obdect pronoun.

My assumption is that a language that has direct-object pronouns uses
them to signal that the direct object is to be treated in sane communicative
context as Shared information, as distinct from new information. If the
direct object is being introduced into a =text, that is, if it is nee
information, then it will be fully specified. %hereafter, it is treated
as shared information, and as such it is referred to by a prcmoun rather
than by repeating the fully specified form throughout the conversation.
What our students need to know then, in terms of the grammar oanverting
meaning into speech, is What meaning is transnittedwhen I treat old, or
shared information as though it were new information? I wcald guess tnat
what should have been very casual, non-emphatic references to tne original
direct object would now be understood by the native speaker as very impor-
tant, that is, emphasized references; references that directly imply that a
contrast CT a comparison is going to be made. When the remainder of the
conversation fails to provide such a contrast cc canparison, that is, when
the native's oamnunicative expectations are not fulfilled, the native
speaker =eludes either that he has not made himself understood, or that
he has failed to understand the other person. His desire to continue the
conversation is adversely affected. This kind of knot/ledge, whether
concious or not, of the relationship that exists between form and meaning
is what we should all mean when we use the expression "communicative compe-
tence."

I would guess that all natural languages have structural, i.e. gramma-
tical ways to signal whether or not any given element is to be understood as
new information or shared information. Spanish, for example, simply elimi-
nates grammatical subdects when they are shared infccmation. Cther nouns
that are shared information are eliminated, and only the articles and adjec-
tives remain. Direct obdects that are shared information became prcmouns.
Prepositional phrases that are shared information became simple adverbs of
time, place, manner, etcetera. It is not only passible tut also extremely
desirable in a Spanish °purse to structure a major portion of--let's call it
enlightened grammar teaching--around the grammatical =sequences of whether
or not a particular sentence constituent is old or new information.
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Moving into another area, a very fertile undertaking for the "grammer
hour" is to clear up the &main of certain vocabulary items. Ihe English
verb "drive," to take just one example has many different senses. Driving
a car around a neighborhood is not the same as driving around the neighbor-
hood; driving a nail is different fram driving a golf ball. The foreign
language almost certainly will use a different verb for each sense of
English "drive." The potential for miscommunication in overgeneralizing
the samantic domain of a knaan lexical item is enormous.

Finally, one other activity that muld be made to work successfully
during the "grammar hour" involves working frcm sentences that are presented
in a =text, and asking students first to tell you what a sentence means,
and then asking them to indicate the parts of the sentence that convey that
information. Mese questions about what and had a sentence means are not to
be construed as translation exercises. Ihey are opportunities to show how
a language indicates what is happening, who is making it happen, when it
happens, how it happens, where it happens, why it happens, etc.

Your handout has a list of same things--in no particular order of
importance--that we should try to provide for our students, on the assump-
tion that they cannot easily provide them for themselves. Time does not
allow us to go through this list item by item, but I will oonclude by draw-
ing your attention to item eleven only. If this last item on the list is
always prcvided in your classes, the first ten will almost certainly take
care of themselves.

(This is the list that was provided on the handout.)

1. Feedback, correction, encomagenent, notivation
2. Many supporting examlies of text material
3. Realia, cultural interaction and information
4. Instances and situations in which the language is used
5. The LANGUAGE (as distinct from just its forms)
6. Opportunities for real information exchanges
7. Authentic communication/conversation strategies
8. Alternative pronunciations vocabulary and structure
9. Su upplementary vocablary and structure
10. Authentic language as used ty a native speaker

and above all

11. a warm, supportive, human =tact with the language.
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